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EDITORIAL
The Light and the Bushel
The Brethren in Christ is known as one of the Historic
Peace Churches. Article XVIII of the Constitution and By
Laws affirms this historic position, ". . . participation in
military service is inconsistent with the teaching of Scriptures concerning non-resistance." This historic and official
position has been supported by actions of the General Conference and the counselling of young men to choose alternate service in lieu of the military.
It would be my observation that we are more certain
as to the role of our young men in the practice of this
doctrine than we are in its proclamation. We are not clear
as to where non-resistance, especially as it relates to the
refusal to bear arms, fits into the call to repentance. We
are hesitant to proclaim it for fear of alienating those who
are not yet prepared to receive it.
Our proclamation of this position is tempered not only
by our evangelistic concern but also by our pastoral commitment. We find a tension to exist between the prophetic
and the pastoral roles. In our congregations and in our
communities there are individuals who need our spiritual
ministries but who are deeply committed to a position
other than non-resistance. This commitment is either philosophical or because a member of the family is identified
with the military. It is a wise and courageous pastor who
can preach, clearly and definitely, on the full implications
of non-resistance when in the audience there are families
with members in the service or families who have lost sons
in Vietnam. Nor is this made any easier when the nonresistant position appears to have acquired some strange
bed-fellows and, on the other hand, the conservative wing
of the Christian church supports the military.
In contrast to what I sense as some uncertainty and
hesitancy on our part as a denomination is the growing
uneasiness of the Christian Church in general with the
traditional position which permitted and even encouraged
Christians to support their country through military service.
Indeed the events of the past six years, brought so
graphically and uncensored into our lives through various
media, have caused all thoughtful and sensitive people to
see the futility and brutality of war. Both within and
without the Christian Church there is a new openness to
the message of non-resistance as a way to confront evil
and hatred.
I question if there ever was a time more receptive to
this teaching. It may be high time for those of us who
hold this doctrine to see it as not a demand of the gospel
but as part of the Good News itself. It is time to remove
the bushel, trim the wick, and let the light of the doctrine
of non-resistant love shine in a war-weary and violencefilled world.
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But we need to do some homework. There are some
questions we need to ask in all candor and answers we need
to seek.
Where in the proclamation of the Gospel and the
call to repentance does the doctrine of non-resistance
come in?
Is our understanding of non-resistance as it is expressed in the refusal of military service an optional act
of obedience.
How and when in our concern for personal salvation
do we confront the seeker with the implications of this
doctrine?
How do we resolve the tension between the prophetic
voice and a pastoral concern?
What is our understanding of the responsibility of a
Christian as a citizen to the state which is ordained of
God to maintain order and restrain evil?
Let no one interpret this concern as a call to legalism.
Rather it is a call to reassess our stewardship of the message with which the Brethren in Christ, along with a
number of other fellowships, has been entrusted. For who
knows but for such an hour as this we have been called.
But I see with some apprehension the possibility that should
we be unfaithful this "talent" with which we have been
entrusted may well be taken from us and given to those
who will be more faithful. And only then will we see that
the doctrine of non-resistance which we saw as an obligation to be borne was really good news to be proclaimed.

Qivm the CdUwi:
A b o u t a year a g o in attendance at a civic meeting I was
seated next to a man whose only t w o sons had chosen the
military as their profession. The older son had been g r a d u ated from West Point a n d had recently returned from his
second tour of duty in Vietnam. The younger son was a cadet
at the Point.
I ventured the observation t h a t the concern parents feel
for their sons engaged in combat and the sorrow experienced
if they should be killed is always hard even in w h a t w e may
regard as a just w a r . But I said that it must be much more
difficult in a w a r as controversial as the Vietnam conflict.
He replied, " I doubt if there is a n y t h i n g like a just w a r . "
N o w when a father of t w o West Pointers makes such a
statement it seems to me that the time is appropriate for the
Christian church to re-examine its traditional attitude towards
w a r . A n d it is also a p p r o p r i a t e for the Brethren in Christ
to articulate a n e w their position in regards to the Christian's
participation in w a r .
Our first a n d lead article is a carefully prepared and
biblically based presentation on the subject by Dr. C. N .
Hostetter, Jr. The Brethren in Christ position on w a r is not
(Continued on p a g e seven)
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THE CHRISTIAN AND WAR
C. N. Hostetter, Jr.

Living in the 20th century and being a citizen of a nation with world-wide involvements, one of the questions
to which every Christian young man must give consideration is, "What should the Christian do about war?" The
Christian young man will hear varied answers to that
question. These answers will not be alike. Some young
men will have difficulty to arrive at a satisfactory conclusion. Some may suffer confusion in their own thinking
as they seek an answer.
This article is written to help the Christian face the
facts that are relevant to the problem. What is the duty
of the Christian to his God, to his country, to his family
and to his fellowmen? Let us begin our search for the
answer to the question, "What should the Christian do
about war?" by asking
"What did the Christians do about war in the first
centuries of the Christian Church?"
"Until about 170 A.D. the baptized Christian did not
become a soldier." There were three principal reasons for
taking this absolute position against war.
(1) The work of the soldier was a war calling and
Christianity in the first century had absolutely renounced
war and the shedding of blood.
(2) In certain circumstances officers in the army had
to pass the death sentence and the private soldier had to
carry out whatever was commanded him.
(3) The soldier's oath of absolute obedience to army
orders was considered to be in conflict with the Christian's
obligation of absolute obedience only to God.
It was generally recognized that the gospel had nothing
in common with war and did not permit Christians to
engage in war. "We Christians no longer take up sword
against nation, nor do we learn war any more, having become children of peace, for the sake of Jesus who is our
leader. We do not serve as soldiers under the Emperor,
even though he require it."*
The historian Eusebius, bishop of Caesarea, tells of an
army officer, Seleucius, who had distinguished himself in
war and had attained high rank in the Roman army and
who was converted and confessed Christ. By this voluntary
confession and after nobly enduring bitter scourging he
succeeded in getting himself discharged from military
service, only to suffer martyrdom later.
Among the trustworthy accounts of the early church is
the record of the death of Maximilianus. He was the son
of a veteran, and as such was liable for military service.
When called, he refused to don the soldier uniform saying,
"I cannot serve, for I am a Christian." Maximilianus was
put to death at the age of twenty-one on March 12, 295 A.D.
Dr. Hostetter, presently the pastor of the Palmyra Church, has
been a persuasive spokesman for the peace position. He has served
as Chairman of the Mennonite Central Committee and of the Relief
Commission, NAE.
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In the first three centuries "Christianity absolutely repudiated war and bloodshed."**
"'What changed the attitude of the Christian Church
toward war?"
There were several contributing causes: There was a
decline of standards as Christianity became more popular
and multitudes came into the church. The historian Cordoux says as early as 174 A.D. a few soldier converts, who
remained in the army, were received into the church and
this became the "edge of the wedge" that bored open the
door.*** But, without question, the greatest factor in reversing the attitude of the opposition of the church toward
war was the professed conversion of the Emperor Constantine.
In 312 A.D. the Bishops of the Church and Constantine
and his generals met for public declaration of the Emperor's professed conversion to Christianity. On the one
side were the bishops, on the other side the generals. The
leading bishop carrying a cross walked out half way to
meet the Emperor. The Emperor handed his sword to the
Bishop and the Bishop handed his cross to the Emperor.
Both walked back to their own groups, Constantine carrying the cross and the bishop carrying the sword.
Constantine adopted the emblem of the cross with the
slogan: "By this sign we conquer." The church had longed
to win the emperor and now flung herself into his arms.
The Emperor exalted his own faith and in 324 A.D. made
Christianity the state religion. The Emperor was now a
Christian. Christianity was the state religion. Why not
follow the Emperor, with the cross as his symbol? Why not
defend the Christian state? Here was the tragic fall of
Christianity. Here the church went into captivity to the
state. By 416 A.D. the trend had gone so far as to forbid
non-Christians to enter the army.
How did this affect the Church leaders?
The Church Fathers before Constantine were outspoken
in opposition to Christians participating in war. Tertullian
taught that not only the Christian could not be a soldier,
but he insisted that the soldier that becomes a Christian
ought leave the army. Cyprian, bishop of Carthage, who
died a martyr in 258 A.D., repudiated war by saying
"Christians are not allowed to kill, but must be ready to
be put to death themselves."
After Constantine's professed conversion the voices of
the Church Fathers changed. Athanasius, Ambrose and
Augustine set their stamp of approval on war. Athanasius
said, "Murder is not permitted, but to kill one's adversary
in war is both lawful and praiseworthy." Ambrose says,
"That courage which protects the homeland in war is full
of righteousness." Augustine, known as the father of the
"just war" theory said, "Roman soldiers are in the service
of peace and justice" and that in carrying out war
decrees "soldiers really serve the cause of peace and the
common good."****
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These men ignored the teaching of the New Testament
that directly and indirectly relates to war and justified war
on the basis of man's duty to the state. This captivity of the
church to the state continued not only during the "dark
ages" when the Roman Catholic Church dominated religion
but was not corrected by the Reformation leaders. Luther,
Calvin and Zwingli did not free their churches from the
captivity to the state. Even in America where the separation of Church and state was more recognized than in
Europe, the basic error of the church in Constantine's day
was not corrected. The main body of the church, Catholic
and Protestant, have supported so called "just wars" and
have justified participation in war and have ignored the
teachings of the New Testament.
Modern weapons of war have raised new questions
about the "just war" theory. Even the famous old soldier
of America, General Douglas MacArthur, said before he
retired from the army at the close of World War II: "War
as an instrument to settle international disputes is now
outmoded. The enormous destruction made possible by
modern weapons in closely matched opponents makes it
impossible for the victor to translate it into anything but
his own disaster."
Therefore, young man, why not look into God's word
and see what the Bible says about participation in war.
Study your New Testament with an open heart. In it is
revealed truth that bears directly on the war question.
The Old Testament is not contradictory to the New, but it
is readily recognized that in the Old Testament God made
concessions "because of the hardness of men's hearts" and
repeatedly permitted what He did not approve. Therefore,
in defining the Christian's relationship to war, I present
in brief statement form what the New Testament teaches
that is relevant to war for the Christian.
1. The New Testament teaches that war will continue
until the end of this age, culminating in Armageddon.
"Ye shall hear of wars," the Master said. Why can't we
have world peace in history? Because of the basic cause
of war: sin, selfishness, selfness, and covetousness. War is
a part of sinful human history. Self-defense becomes the
first law of sinful life. The course of a sinful civilization
is self-destruction through conflict. David Lloyd George,
ex-premier of England, said after World War I, "If another
war comes, the Church has failed." I believe the famous
English Premier was wrong. The Church cannot prevent
war in a sinful society, but the Church is responsible if
she shares in war.
2. Christians are not to be governed by the practices of
a sinful society, but by the will of God. To discover and
live in the will of God is the highest function of the
Christian. God reveals His will by His Word. In many
areas of truth, the Master and the apostles did not define
detail. In many areas of ethics, the Master did not spell out
duty in specific terms. What did Jesus say about liquor?
What did Jesus say about slavery? Not any more than He
said about war. The Master did say, "They that take the
sword shall perish with the sword." He also said, "If my
kingdom were of this world, then would my servants fight."
We discover the will of God not only in proof texts that
pinpoint specifics, but by and through (a) the example of
our Lord, (b) the eternal principles of truth which He
taught, (c) the adjustment of our practices in harmony
with life's chief motive and life's highest task in the light of
the divine will.
We live in a sinful world, but we are to be governed
by the will of God and not by the practices of a society
which destroys itself. Where are Christians commissioned
to destroy sinners?
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3. Christ conquered evil by redemption and atonement.
Christ suffered at the hands of men whose god was the
State. Our Lord was born and reared in a world where the
totalitarian state was supreme. Our Lord founded His
Church within the borders of a nation that for nearly 300
years relentlessly fought the Christian Church with the
sword. But the Crpss won. How did Christ conquer evil?
—by love, by death. He died. He won the victory over hell
by love. The Cross defeated the demonical efforts to exterminate the church by a cruel, ruthless nation that paid
no homage to any god but itself. Why has no artist dared
to paint the picture of our Lord with a gun or sword in
His hand? The New Testament portrayal of Christ is incompatible with sword or bayonet.
4. The Masters mandate to the Christian is discipleship. "As the Father sent me, so send I you," are the
words of our Master. "Follow me as I follow Christ," said
St. Paul. The Master attacked evil by His work on the
Cross; we attack evil by the message of the Cross. St. Paul
knew the power of that message as he approached the degraded, morally decadent city of Corinth, and he determined to know nothing but "Jesus Christ, and him crucified."
Our conflict is a spiritual one, and the weapons of
our warfare are not carnal. We do not attack evil by force;
we attack with the message of the Cross. That message is
effective. The preaching of the gospel converts communists.
The Cross can defeat communism, but the sword cannot
defeat communism.
Discipleship involves doing Christ's work in the world.
He said, "Go ye into all the world and make disciples of
all nations." "Preach the gospel to every creature." Is not
war in conflict with the obligations of discipleship? In
answer to that question, let me assume an actual war
situation: Our country is at war with Russia. I am a soldier
on combat duty with the infantry. The enemy is attacking.
Coming toward me is a Russian. He is either a Christian
or a sinner. I shoot. I kill. If he is a Christian, I kill my
brother, and the Bible says, "We ought to lay down our
lives for the brethren." If he is a sinner, I destroy him "for
whom Christ died." War is at variance with the duties
of discipleship.
5. God, in this dispensation of grace has reserved to
Himself the administration of judgment and vengeance. In
the future it will be different for "we shall judge angels."
Now, however, the Master says, "Judge not that ye be not
judged." The reason for this is self-evident. For judgment
to be fair, knowledge must be complete. We are finite
and limited. Therefore, the Lord says, "Vengeance is mine
I will repay." We recognize that God is still sovereign in
His world. The devil operates as the prince of this world,
but our God is still on the throne. The non-resistant attitude of pacifist Christians is grounded in faith in the
sovereignty of God. Is it not presumptuous and premature
for us to assume an administration of vengeance that God
has not given to us?
6. Obedience to the State is conditioned upon a prior
obedience to God (Read Romans 13:1-7). What is St. Paul
here teaching? All of us would agree that he is not teaching the absolute authority of the State. If a State would
demand idolatry of its subjects, evangelicals would unitedly
agree that this passage would not require obedience. This
passage is a part-mention of truth, and all part statements
must be interpreted in light of complete record. The total
New Testament teaching in relation to human government
clearly establishes that the authority of the State is always
only relative, regardless of the nature of the State.
(Continued on page thirteen)
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APPLE BUTTER TIME
Ardijs Alderfer
"Apple Butter Time" has become a tradition with the
Chestnut Grove Congregation, Ashland, Ohio. For twelve
years the members and friends of this small congregation
have gathered at the Emerson Brubaker home in the Fall
to "ready the makings" and complete the work involved in
preparing this delicacy for sale in the community. What
began as a Christ's Crusaders Project has become a congregational activity in which all have come to share.
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The Apple Butter makers boil down the apple sauce and apple cider.

Proof of the quality of the product is the continuing
demand for the more than two hundred quarts of finished
apple butter made each year. This provides more than
two hundred dollars each year for special projects at home
and beyond to which the Chestnut Grove Church can
contribute.
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Emerson and Mable Brubaker around whose home the
project centers. Friends come from as far as one hundred
fifty miles to share the day and make the event meaningful
both socially and financially.
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Canning the finished product.

Although the actual apple butter making takes place
on a given Saturday in October, many hours are spent prior
to that day in preparations for the final boiling and canning of the finished product. Preparations include gathering
the apples; Mr. Brubaker making the apple cider to be
used in the boiling of the apple butter; paring; cooking;
crushing the apples into apple sauce; and washing the
jars. On Thursday and Friday evenings before "Apple Butter
Saturday," teams gather for the peeling and cutting of
apples and boiling them into sauce. Climaxing the evenings'
work are refreshments of apple cider and doughnuts from
the kitchen of the host and hostess.
Saturday morning the aroma of burning wood fills the
air as fires are set beneath antique copper kettles filled
with sauce and cider. Apple butter makers gather throughout the morning to help man the stirring poles, tend the
fires, can the product, and do the host of things that are
part of the event. The joy of good fellowship, the happy
laughter of children playing about the spacious yard, the
dinner table loaded with earth's bounties—these are sights
and sounds that round out the day. When the last quart
has been canned, the laborers enthusiastically join in
sampling the fruit of their labors which is spread on freshly baked bread from the kitchen of Mrs. Brubaker.
Many labor in the Apple Butter Project, but none have
given more to it in time, labor, materials and facilities than
December 1, 1969

Returning to Africa

Frederic and Grace Holland and sons return to Africa. The Hollands
spent most of their previous two terms in Rhodesia but are now
under assignment to Zambia to work among the Tonga people and
learn a new language. They will be in charge of the Choma Bible
Institute. Mrs. Holland will also resume the duties of Editor of
GOOD NEWS.
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REFRESHED!
High Points from the 1969 Rhodesia
Regional Conference
Anna Graybill
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Ma Sibanda—still looking ahead with joy.

A GLORIOUS PART was the testimony, during the Sunday worship service, of Ma Sibanda Sitjokupi [convert and
worker since the early days of our missions]. Aged and
infirm now, she had come from Mpilo Hospital in Bulawayo just to be at the Conference. At that hot Sunday
noon service, Brethren P. M. Kumalo and M. Sibanda
helped her to the platform. Eyes dim, with uncertain steps,
mouth almost toothless, yet with an unmistakable glow
of the glory of God shining through her wrinkled face, Ma
Sibanda told of her love for the Lord and His work. When
Bishop Kipe rose to give the closing conference message,
he said, "Ma Sibanda is a living example of the theme
of our conference-VICTORY THROUGH CHRIST."
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Some of the Church women in uniform.
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How true! Her testimony was a challenge to old and
young alike.
The youth had a new part in Conference this year. As
in many other places youth have often had no place to
serve because they had no experience. Usually the young
people have their meetings while business is in session;
but this year they had, in addition to that, nearly all of
Saturday of the main Conference. The morning was spent
in Bible Quiz final playoffs—on the book of Joshua. In the
afternoon there was special singing by various groups,
including one from Bulawayo, skits, and talks by the young
people. Just before the Conference, the Youth Committee
had sponsored a camp near Matopo Mission for secondary
and teacher training students from our mission schools.
This proved to be a very rewarding experience for both
the young people and the committee.

Consulting during business sessions: Chairman A. J. Book, Secretary
L. M. Khumalo (Principal, Mtshabezi Mission Schools), and Assistant Chairman M. Sibanda (Overseer).

•(€)

As usual we had to hurry to finish the business in one
day; but the sessions were informative and everyone seemed
to understand and be satisfied. It is encouraging to observe
how leaders of the church are shouldering responsibility
and realizing the importance of getting under the burden
of the work.
To see the women becoming aggressive in the work of
the church is also heartening. As they told of the work they
were doing in their home areas, one could sense a spirit
of enthusiasm and concern for the needy and lost about
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them. Who wouldn't receive blessing from gathering old
clothes for poor children, or helping a widow gather her
crops, or helping to sew for the mission hospital, or trying
to win a neighbour to Christ! Starting prayer cells in their
homes is a relatively new but growing idea among the
women. Naka Gininda, woman pastor from the Gwaai, gave
a good testimony, stressing the importance of prayer.
"To pray in the morning and evening is not enough,"
she said. "There are no failures on the knees." Then she
told how the Lord gave her back her eyesight. She said
the Bible was as black on the inside as on the outside. She
prayed about it. Then one day she decided to pray during
the lunch time. When she came from prayer she could see!
No wonder one came away from conference refreshed!
Bishop Kipe ended the last message of the Conference by
pointing to the theme displayed in large lettering above
the rostrum, saying, "Let every day be
VICTORY
THROUGH CHRIST."

J. D. Ndhlovu (Principal, Matopo Secondary School)
was chief organizer for hosting the Regional Conference.
His announcement here: "You can buy ice cream at the
'Tuck Shop,' if you wish."
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Bible quizzes are on! Mbalekelwa Ngwenga (back to camera) is
the Quiz Master. Carl Knepper is holding the "mike." Notice the
clear lettering of the Conference theme in Ndebele: VICTORY
T H R O U G H CHRIST.

After the offering, Bishop A. J. Book praying at the closing session
of the Conference.

From the Editor
(Continued from page t w o )
pragmatic nor solely humanitarian but is our biblical understanding of w h a t it means to f o l l o w Jesus Christ whose
response to evil was love. This article is a revision of the
booklet o f the same title.
The thoughtful person w i l l raise the question of the role
of the state a n d the Christian's responsibility as a c'rizen of
the state. John K. Stoner brings this question into the open
a n d makes several observations which bear upon it.
M a n y of our congregations have traditions that are an
expression of faith and fellowship and create a depth and
unity within the group. For the Chestnut Grove congregation
near A s h l a n d , O h i o the annual " A p p l e Butter M a k i n g " is
such an occasion. W e bring an account o f this part of their
congregational life in w o r d a n d picture.
Th.e A n n u a l General Conference plays an important part
in the life of the church in North America. The account of the
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Rhodesia General Conference indicates that some of the
significance of this occasion has accompanied our mission
outreach there. The title of the article is significant.
Youth and youth advisors w i l l f i n d the article on " I n t e r denominational Bible Q u i z " intriguing.
Laymen should be f o r e w a r n e d before reading " W h y the
Difference in Sermons" if they think they already know the
answer to that one.
The Dave Carlsons bring us another one of their interesting letters concerning their visits to countries where the missionary outreach is largely by radio. A l t h o u g h TWR is not
related administratively to the Brethren in Christ Board for
Missions, Dave and Florence Carlson are listed in the Missions
Directory as Brethren in Christ Personnel serving under a n d
supported by other organizations. W e are grateful to be a
part of this ministry through Dave and Florence.

(7)
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INTERDENOMINATIONAL
Bible Quiz?
Paul Hostetler
Would your church like to send a Bible Quiz team to a
play-off involving 20 denominations? This is a distinct
possibility following a meeting of interested representatives in Wheaton, Illinois, last summer.
Rev. John Arthur Brubaker, retiring General Quiz Director of our church, attended the meeting along with
eleven persons from other churches. Eight other denominations were unable to send a delegate although much
interested in the proposal. Some of the observations and
plans coming out of that meeting are indicated below.
Time was taken to briefly present the quiz program
of each group represented. Special interest was shown in
the quiz equipment used by the Independent Fundamental
Churches of America. They use a push button set-up with
a panel, light, and microphone system. Our Commission
on Youth has given consideration to changing over to this
system in the past few years. Reader reaction to this is
invited.
The matter of the cycle of material to be used in
quizzes for the next several years was discussed, and the
following schedule was agreed upon.
1969-70-1 and II Corinthians
1970-71—Romans and Colossians
1971-72-Luke
1972-73-Acts 1-12, I and II Peter
1973-74-Acts 13-28, Ephesians
1974-75_j 0 hn
The possibility of a Quiz Play-off among denominational winners or All-Star Teams, including Youth for
Christ, was thoroughly discussed, and an agreement was
reached to pursue this consideration further. Several guidelines for such a play-off were agreed upon. It was felt that
whatever was done must be on the informal, invitational
basis. The manner of a voluntary participation in a nonformally structured way was emphasized.
A three-man working committee was appointed to do
further study concerning the proposed denominational
play-off. They are Bob Neil of the Free Methodist Church,
Bill Berry of YFC, and Paul Miller of the Church of the
Nazarene. They were asked to meet several times before
the next larger meeting scheduled for March of 1970.
In September this committee polled the interested
denominations for their reaction to the following proposed
schedule.
Place: Chicago, Illinois.
Dates: September 3-6, 1971 (Labor Day Weekend)
Material: Romans and Colossians.
Format: Simple, three or four on a team, two- or three- way
quizzes, either push button or jump.
Question Type: Common format agreeable to all involved.
Qualifications: None o'.her than desire to be involved, and
involvement in denominational program.

In behalf of our denomination, I responded favorably to
, Rev. Paul Hostetler is Associate Pastor of the Grantham Church,
General Quiz Director, and Page Editor for the Youth page in the
VISITOR.
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W H E N TO GET STARTED
The month of January is a g o o d time to organize
f o r a quiz team in your congregation. Some have a l ready started but experience has proven that some
teams go " s t a l e " when they work over too long a time
before p l a y - o f f s .
You can write to the General Quiz Director for rules
and suggested techniques for study. The address is
Messiah College, Grantham, Pa. 17027. Your regional
Youth Commissioner w i l l be happy to give you help and
information also.
The Scriptures to study: I and II Corinthians.

the above suggestion. No further report has come from the
committee as of this writing.
The final area covered at the Wheaton meeting was
that of contemporary translation change for quiz programs.
It was felt by all involved that the King James Version
would be the standard version for at least the next five
years. A significant desire was expressed, however, for
investigation into this matter.
The Brethren in Christ Church went on record as being
willing for an immediate change to a contemporary translation. The reason for this being that the Word of God and
its meaning would be more effectively communicated to
the teenagers involved in Bible quizzing.
Youth for Christ shared its plans for a small, experimental quiz league for this coming year using Good News
for Modern Man as the study translation. This quiz league
will be in addition to the larger quiz program which will
continue to use the King James Version.
Of the churches reporting, only one—The Free Methodist Church—has been involved in Bible quizzing longer
than the Brethren in Christ Church. Their program is 17
years old while ours has been active for 12 years.
The following denominational representatives attended
the Wheaton meeting:

Robert A. Neil, Free Methodist Church of North America
Thomas M. Jackson, United Pentecostal Church
Delmar Caulkins, The Christian Union
John Arthur Brubaker, Brethren in Christ Church
Clarence W. Wulf, The Christian & Missionary Alliance
Ron Meh, International Church of the Foursquare Gospel
Mrs. Billy Melvin. National Association of Freewill Baptists
Duane M. Ray, The Evangelical Congregational Church
Harold Pollock, Open Bible Standard Churches
Melvin R. Kunz, Independent Fundamental Churches of
America (and several other members of the IFCA
National Youth Committee)
Bill Berry, Youth for Christ International
Bert Larrimore, East Peoria, 111.

The following denominations were not able to be
represented at the meeting of July 25, but expressed real
interest in the meeting and willingness to consider the
results of the meeting:
The
The
The
The
The
The
The
The

Assemblies of God
Church of the Nazarene
Wesleyan Church
Pentecostal Holiness
Advent Christian General Conference
Conservative Christian Conference
National Fellowship of Brethren
Missionary Church
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Visual Aids for Sunday School
David P. McBeth
There are many types of visual aids that could be used
in Sunday School and other Christian education activities
of your church. In fact, one authority listed nearly forty
of them some ten years ago. This number would now be
increased substantially.
The values of visual aids are varied. They can condense time and space to a comprehendible unit. They can
show relationships. The interest of the student can be
heightened and thus they assist in concentration and motivation. Visual aids can provide a setting for discussion as
well as impart knowledge and skills. Depending on the
aids, the student can actually have the feeling of being
present.
In the use of visual aids the instructor ought to be
alert to certain pitfalls. Some presentations become ends
in themselves. They are in such neat packages that the
class is entertained but little additional learning takes
place. When a visual aid is used, it should not become an
end in itself. It is a tool and should remain as such. Consequently the content is much more important than the
method. Another pitfall to avoid is the use of a visual aid
without proper preparation of the class. This is especially
important in the case of some of the more elaborate aids,
such as a filmstrip. Proper preparation will assure greater
understanding and subsequent use of the ideas presented.

mfflim&MimmTKTKZ''.

What then are some of the visual aids available? Some
are obvious. However, let us look at some of the more
highly specialized ones and see how they may be used
in the Sunday School.
FILMSTRIP PROJECTOR

Can be useful as a discussion starter. Is also very useful
to bring outside material to the attention of the class
which the teacher is not able to effectively show.

OPAQUE PROJECTOR

You will need a dark room, but you can take a page,
picture, map, or other flat object and project it so everyone can see. Especially useful when you have only one
copy.

OVERHEAD PROJECTOR

A fairly recent development being used widely in education. An image is projected on a screen through
transparent plastic sheets. The teacher can draw on
the sheet or can use copies of printed material which
was copied on the sheets via a commonly available
office copying machine . . .

SLIDE PROJECTOR

Has similar advantages to the filmstrip projector. However the operator can change the sequence of the
frames. A presentation can be put together by almost
anyone who can operate a camera. It's a good learning
experience!

TKe writer is a lecturer in Christian Education, Messiah College,
and is secretary of the denomination's Commission on Sunday School.
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TAPE RECORDER

In class it can be used to provide a guest lecturer. The
class can prepare a tape. The research and preparation
can teach them. By this, absent members can share in
the activities missed.

RECORD PLAYER

Can be used to teach songs and ideas through repetition. There are players that can be stopped at a strategic
point so that ideas can be emphasized or questions
raised.

TECHNICOLOR

A recent development utilizing 3 minute movie cartridges. These are without sound. The class can make
its own sound track or discuss what they think is being
said.
There is one additional visual aid that should be noted.
It is the most obvious but one that is over-looked at times.
It is the teacher. How you appear, your presentations,
your handling of the group, your knowledge and spirit all
join in making a profound impression on your class. What
kind of audio-visual aid are you?
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Visit to TWR Targets
—by the Dave Carlsons. Excerpts from their report.
FROM BOYHOOD the immediacy of radio has challenged
me—the communication of an event at the very time of its
happening.
Hearing the moon shot when it happened . . . the blastoff . . . the lunar landing . . . brought home the immediacy
of radio with tremendous force. Throughout that historic
day of July 21st, I also heard the programs of TWA (Trans
World Radio) in a number of languages—communicating
the love of Jesus Christ and His power to save immediately
None of us will hereafter view the moon with quite
the same perspective; and in a similar way Flo and I have
received a new outlook after a month's missionary tour
through Eastern and Southern Europe, Turkey, and
Lebanon.
Contact with the believers in these lands was the highlight; seeing something of the countryside was a bonus;
the purpose of the entire journey was to view firsthand
these target areas of TWR.
It had been five years since we were last
here. Major changes greeted us: heavy traffic, new buildings and tourist accommodations, and a definite "open"
feeling.
Our arrival timed with a major Communist holiday, and
we expected much display and celebration. But . . . we saw
not even one parade.
It was my privilege to speak at the Youth Rally at the
Zagreb Baptist Church, pastored by Dr. Joseph Horak,
speaker on TWR's Yugoslavian program . . . The Christian
fervor of these people is always inspiring. They love to
sing and they know all the stanzas by memory!
. . . Dr. Horak says he believes that TWR is the most
important missionary work in his country.
HUNGARY . . . an icily unfriendly border crossing . . . into
Budapest, with its lovely natural setting along the famous
Danube River . . . scene of heartbreak during the revolution
twelve years ago.
Sunday was unforgettable! Unexpectedly we met our
Upland, California, friends, Dr. and Mrs. Wendell Harmon
and their three daughters, in the hotel in the morning and
were able to plan to be together for a memorable day.
In the morning we worshipped at the largest Baptist
Church in the city, later in the Brethren Assembly (packedout house) in a remodeled factory. The warmth and devotion of these believers will linger long in our memories.
There is a dearth of Christian literature, but we were told
they have permission to print translations of some fine
Christian book, if Western currency is used in payment!
Here where there exists a structured freedom to worship within the church, as in most Communist-governed
countries, but where propagation is strictly forbidden, we
met young people who had arranged "birthday parties" to
which many youth came to hear of a living Christ. Too
successful to be overlooked, the groups came into conflict
with the authorities. Their hardships are many, but the
young people are radiant and undaunted.
TWR beams a broadcast into Hungary every day of the
week; and late Sunday afternoon as we drove through the
YUGOSLAVIA

' The Carlsons are serving with Trans World Radio and are located
at Monte Carlo, Monaco.
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David and Florence Carlson with their daughter, Karen.

city, we were thrilled to dial in to a clear signal from
Monte Carlo and hear our colleague speaking in Hungarian.
ROUMANIA We beam Gospel programs in Rumanian, Hungarian, German, Ukranian, and Yiddish into this country.
The friendliness of the border guards was typical of the
Rumanians in general, we found. After our first night (in
Arad), we looked up a Christian family, with whom we
had delightful fellowship—in French. The wife told us
there were five Baptist churches in her city and they were
"packed like sardines" during the services.
In Bucharest, the capital city, the President and the
Secretary of the Roumanian Baptist Church (110,000 reg : stered members) told us that our broadcasts (two halfhours weekly) perform a service and work that they could
never do, and they pleaded for daily services from TWR.
There is a great need for ministers of the Gospel as the
majority of the churches have no minister. At the Baptist
Seminary in Bucharest, I had the joy of speaking to the
six enrollees in their classroom. On the desk in front of
each student was an English-language Bible—a precious
item in this Bible-starved land. After study, the Bibles
are replaced on the library shelves under lock and key.
BULGARIA Our transit visa allowed us three days. Time did
not permit a visit to the churches.
TWR beams four quarter-hour Gospel programs during
the week and a Sunday half-hour to this country. The letter
response is relatively small, but it has come from all parts
of the country.
TURKEY AND THE MIDDLE EAST The easternmost point of
our travels, Istanbul, is the religious, commercial, financial,
and transportational hub of Turkey.
Since the 1930's there has been a revival of Islam in
this city of the mosques—about 500 of them—and we visited
several of them.
We made contact with a young Christian Turk who
told us that there are likely no more than 50 national Christians in all of Turkey—and no Christian missions as such.
As we chatted in his small shop we were struck by the
overwhelming need for our Turkish language Gospel
broadcast—begun Dec. 5, 1967. Only two 15-minute proc o n t i n u e d on page eleven)
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CAESAR and GOD
John K. Stoner
A tiger sleeps inside of many American Christians. The
tiger can be aroused. These Christians will unleash their
tiger when their loyalties are examined. If you criticize
their church you have flicked a flea from his fur; if you
criticize their country you have pinched his tail with a
pliers. This difference in response is too common to be
passed over lightly. How can we explain it?
To find an answer we must examine the conflicting
loyalty claims of church and state, first in light of scripture,
and second in light of the current American situation.
There is a New Testament verse which many Christians
have thought provides a simple answer to the vexing
problem of church-state relationships: "Render therefore
unto Caesar the things which are Caesar's, and unto God
the things that are God's" (Matthew 22:21). This verse has
been taken to mean that the state has a right to conscript
Christians for military service. Christians who follow this
interpretation will add to the God and Caesar text a few
verses from Romans 13, and with this in their arsenal rush
out to silence the timid proponents of Biblical non-resistance.
The time is ripe, however, for a second look at the
claims of Christ and the claims of Caesar. The God and
Caesar text does not decide for us if the state has authority
to make "fighting men" of Christians. It is only a misinterpretation of the text worn deep by habit that makes
us think it does. So far from intending to set his listeners in
fear of the state is Jesus that in a sentence he contrasts the
puny authority of Caesar with the awesome right of
Almighty God.
Jesus will let Caesar have the little coin. Our question
as to whether Caesar can ever demand of Christ's followers
to take human life was not raised. If it had been, we can
imagine Jesus taking this time, not a coin, but a young
man. After asking whose image and superscription are on
him he would repeat the injunction to render to Caesar
that which is Caesar's and to God that which is God's.
What right does Romans 13 ascribe to the state? We
can say at the outset that this text has been used to prove
far too much for the state in traditional and popular interpretations. Observe that the context of Paul's discussion of
the higher powers in Romans 13 is one of overcoming evil
with good (12:19-21) and loving one's neighbor (13:8-10).
Popular interpretations make no effort to explain the glaring contradiction between this context and the rampant
violence and hatred of war for which they claim support
in vv. 1-7.
Observe further that Paul's opening words on the state,
"Let every soul be subject to the higher powers" imply the
strong possibility that at least some of his readers were
contemplating an armed insurrection against the Roman
tyranny along lines advocated by the Zealot movement in
Judaism. If this was the case, then Paul's argument was
a counsel of non-resistance to those who had dared contemplate the taking of human life in an effort to achieve
political and personal justice. At all events, these verses
refuse to yield an apology for the Christian's participation
in the belligerence and atrocities of armies at war.
Moving to the current American situation in churchstate relations, we find something not highly compliThe writer is Chairman of the Commission on Peace and Social
Concerns.
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mentary to the church. "To be a good American and to be
a good Christian are not one and the same and can never
be."* Does that statement pinch the tiger's tail? In theory,
most American Christians will claim to agree with the
statement. But in actual fact, very few have ever thought
to put it that way, and most would find it painful indeed
to pursue the implications of the statement very far at all.
Christians in America have not been critical of the
claims of the state. They have rendered unto Caesar that
which he has requested without ever really asking if it is
his. For example, they have yielded up to Caesar some very
lofty spiritual affirmations. On billions and billions of coins
the words are printed, "In God We Trust." But the truth
in hard coin is this: For every $3.50 spent on missionary
efforts by Americans, $850.00 are spent on military defense.
In whom do Americans trust? Are we indeed "One Nation
Under God," or are we one nation under the Pentagon?
The church has more than a right, it has a solemn duty,
to examine the validity of religious claims issued under
the auspices of government. As one writer put it: "All
religious affirmations are in danger of standing in contradiction to the life that is lived under them, but none more
so than these general, inoffensive and externalized ones
which are put together for public purposes."**
Clearly, we have not experienced a government that
tries to derogate God by blasphemy. But we are confronting a state that tries to domesticate God by filibuster. For
the situation is this: Americans, Christians not excluded,
have been told so often and for so long that we are a nation under God that we are beginning to believe it. So God
is domesticated—He has lost His freedom. He can no longer
say where America stands in relation to Himself because
America has told Him first.
*James E. Wood, Jr., in The Problem of Nationalism in
Church-State Relationships, Herald Press, Scottdale, Pa. 50c
**William Lee Miller, quoted by Wood in the same
article.

TWR
(Continued from page ten)
grams each week! The need for more is a major concern.
Leaving our car in customs at the Istanbul airport, we flew to Beirut. Colleagues in charge of the
TWR Middle East studios met us and conducted us
through the newly constructed and finely equipped studios
for producing broadcasts—at present in Arabic, Armenian,
and Turkish—to be transmitted through the facilities of
TWR Monte Carlo and Bonaire.
We conferred with Jacob Jambazian to get a pulse of
the Armenian Gospel programs now beamed daily to the
Middle East. Out of about 5 million Armenians around
the world, approximately 4 million live in the Middle
East. God is working and there is encouraging mail response.
The kaleidoscopic impressions of this missionary tour
filter down into one pentrating theme: Get out the Gospel
while there is time. Use the great and effectual open door
of radio. PRAY WITH US that multitudes yet will hear
of a living Christ.

BEIRUT, LEBANON
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Why the Difference in Sermons?
Leonard E. Hagstrom
It happened at a youth camp in Minnesota. Campers
were invited to put their questions in a question box. The
camp speakers were expected to answer them. One girl
asked, "If two speakers both get their messages from God,
why is one message so interesting and the other one so
dull?"
There could be two answers to that question.
A Matter of Time
Two women go to the same super market to buy
groceries. One woman prepares a delicious meal, and the
other one . . . ugh! They bought all the groceries at the
same store.
Why the difference in meals?
Somewhere I read that one of the greatest sins of
preachers is that we have so much good to say but we say
it in such uninteresting ways that folks fail to get the
message. It takes time to prepare a good meal with the
proper ingredients for the Holy Spirit to serve hungry
people.
Time is something that all of us have in equal amounts
—24 hours a day, no more and no less. We must learn to
live on these 24 hours. We cannot follow Joshua's example
and say, "Sun, stand thou still." We have time to do that
which we consider to be the most important. If we have
not taken time to prepare a balanced meal for the folks
who come to church, then we have wasted precious hours
in trivial matters. It takes time to learn to know the needs
of people—to find the proper diet in God's Word to meet
those needs—and to arrange the message in such a way
that those who come to hear will receive it.
Ingredients are so important. I can still see and hear
Dr. John Hubbard of Biola as he unburdened his soul to
the young candidates for the ministry. He was both eloquent and tender as he exhorted us to "Preach the Word."
At the close of the lecture one student asked, "Professor,
when I become a pastor I will be expected to give at least
three messages a week, and if I stay in one church several
years and preach nothing but the Word, as you say, won't
the Word get a bit dry after a while?"
A holy hush came over that classroom. The professor
removed his glasses and leaned over the podium. I sat
near the front so that I saw tears fill his eyes as he spoke.
"Young man," he said, "if that ever happens to you, will
vou promise to remember . . . it's not the Word that's dry."
I think again of the question of that girl at camp, "If two
speakers both get their messages from God, whv is one
message so interesting and the other one so dull?"
The Word of God is the agent that the Spirit of God
uses to do the work of God in our lives. There are no
satisfactory imitations of that Word. The trimmings may
help to create an atmosphere for the Word, but the Word
itself must be given in undiluted form. There is something
so different about the Word of God. "Thy words were found
and I did eat them, and Thy words were unto me the joy
and the rejoicing of my heart, for I am called by Thy
Name, O Lord of hosts."
"The writer is a minister with the Evangelical Free Church of
America and moderator of that denomination.
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The Holy Spirit is the only Person on earth who is
qualified to speak to others about Jesus Christ. He is the
only One living today who knew Jesus Christ at the time
when He offered Himself as a sacrifice for our sins. Without the anointing of the Spirit of God upon the messenger
the message will be as tasteless as savorless salt, even
though great care might have been taken in the preparation of that message. "If two speakers both get their messages from God, why is one message so interesting and the
other one so dull?"
The Spirit of God could be the difference!
A Question of Appetite
There is another possible answer to that girl's question.
It could be that we are not hungry when we come to
church. People who feed upon what the world offers have
very little appetite for the Word of God. We need the
combination of anointed messengers and hungry hearts
before we can expect God to really meet the needs of our
lives in our church services.
Gideon asked that the dew fall only on the fleece when
all the surrounding area was dry. Then he reversed the
request. God heard him in both situations. It is possible
for a Christian to be filled with the refreshing dew from
heaven even when he is surrounded by many who are
spiritually dry.
On the other hand, it is possible for a Christian to be
all dried up himself even though he is surrounded by
many who overflow with the blessing of God. Don't ever
blame your church or someone else for your spiritual
deadness! The attention we give to a message is extremely
personal.
It could be that we are not very hungry when we listen
to that "dull message." Maybe we have taken so many
diet pills that our capacity to receive is gone. "Blessed are
they who hunger and thirst after righteousness, for they
shall be filled." That's a promise.
"If two speakers both get their messages from God,
why is one message so interesting and the other one so
dull?"
There must be a reason for it. The memory of T. J.
Bach lingers with us as a refreshing breeze from heaven.
Those of us who knew him shall never forget him. He has
left the mark of God upon many of our lives. I was a very
young pastor when I met him the first time. We had
prayed together in my study in preparation for the evening
service. He placed his hand upon my shoulder and said,
"My dear young pastor, I feel that it is such a glorious
privilege for me to stand tonight under an open heaven
and before hungry hearts."
What a picture of a messenger of God! And what a
sacred position to fill!
It takes time to prepare a good meal with the proper
ingredients for the Holy Spirit to serve to hungry hearts.
And it takes hungry hearts to fully respond to what God
offers through His dedicated messengers. "Why should
one message be so interesting and another one so dull?"
You think about it . . . seriously.
Reprinted and abridged from The Evangelical Beacon. Used by
permission.
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The Christian and W a r
(Continued from page four)
This message, then, in part teaches two truths: (a) It
establishes the validity and authority of human government,
(b) It requires the attitude of submission on the part of the
Christian toward government. (Please note that the word
"obey" is not used in Romans 13:1).
Human government is necessary, and note that human
government is authorized to use force. In a sinful society
force is required and justified to maintain law and order.
Police action is justified. The sword restrains the evil-doer,
but the Cross changes the evil-doer.
War is not police action. In police action the police
bring the offender to the court of justice. Here the offender
can defend himself and the law protects as well as punishes
the offender. But in war men are not brought to face the
court of justice and right. In war "might makes right." The
horrid suffering of the innocents marks war as so unjust
that Christians interested in justice cannot use the war
method where "right" is substituted by "might."
What was the primary lesson that St. Paul was endeavoring to teach in this passage? Like all Scripture,
Romans 13:1-7 must be interpreted in light of context.
Here is how St. Paul introduces his statements about
government. "If it be possible, as much as lieth in you, live
peaceably with all men. Dearly beloved, avenge not yourselves, but rather give place unto wrath: for it is written,
Vengeance is mine: I will repay, saith the Lord. Therefore
if thine enemy hunger, feed him; if he thirst, give him
drink; for in so doing thou shalt heap coals of fire on his
head. Be not overcome of evil, but overcome evil with
good" (Romans 12:18-21). In the light of this introduction,
he then says, "Let every soul be subject unto the higher
powers." At the time St. Paul wrote thus, the State was the
number-one enemy of the Church, and Paul is here teaching that Christian love requiring subjection and respect
for the authority of the State was the way to overcome
evil with good. After thus defining the Christian's attitude
toward the State in Romans 13:1-7, he continues and concludes by saying, "Owe no man anything, but to love one
another: for he that loveth another hath fulfilled the law.
For this, Thou shalt not commit adultery, Thou shalt not
kill, Thou shalt not steal, Thou shalt not bear false witness,
Thou shalt not covet; and if there be any other commandment, it is briefly comprehended in this saying, namely,
Thou shalt love thy neighbor as thyself. Love worketh no
ill to his neighbor: therefore love is the fulfilling of the
law." Thus, the call of the State is not a justification for
the Christian to participate in war on the basis of New
Testament teaching.
7. The obligations of Christian love link us as Christians to the Cross of Christ. We noted that the Old Testament moral law was summarized as meaning (1) supreme
love to God, and (2) love your neighbor as yourself. The
Apostle John in I John 2:7 says this is an old commandment.
This is part of the Old Testament law; to love God
supremely with heart, soul and strength is required in
Deuteronomy 6:5, 6, and to love your neighbor as yourself is required in Leviticus 19:18.
The message of the Cross is more than loving your
neighbor as yourself. In St. John 13:34 Jesus says, "A new
commandment I give unto you, that ye love one another
as I have loved you, that ye also love one another." This
breath-taking commandment links us to the Christ who
died for His enemies. This new standard of love requires
that I love my enemy more than I love myself.
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Love of home and family is beautiful. Love of country
is right and sacred. But in the light of the Cross, Christians
are required by the Saviour's command to love their
enemies and to give up all if necessary for their redemption and salvation. This is the true meaning of the Cross
of Christ. What tremendous implications! As a Christian I
am committed to the "way of the Cross," as I endeavor
to interpret the "work of the Cross."
Finally, the Christian is called to fellowship Christ's
suffering. The apostle Peter says "For even hereunto were
ye called: because Christ also suffered for us, leaving us
an example that ye should follow in his steps." Paul says
to the Philippians "For unto you it is given on the behalf
of Christ not only to believe in him, but also to suffer for
his sake."
'"The Fall of Christianity" by C. J. Heering, pp. 23-32.
"Ibid.
90
' " T h e Early Church and the World" by C. J. Cordoux.
" " " T h e Fall of Christianity" by C. J. Heering, pp. 36, 37.
BOARD FOR MISSIONS
GENERAL F U N D STATEMENT
Quarter Ended September 30, 1969
Canadian Balance, July 1, 1969
U.S.A. Balance, July 1, 1969
.
Canadian Receipts
U.S.A. Receipts
Transfer of Reserves
Reimbursements
Total Receipts and Balances
Disbursements
Administrative
Personnel
Informational Services
Africa
India
Bangalore _
Delhi
Japan
Nicaragua
Navajo
San Francisco
Mission Churches __
Extension Churches
Christian Service
Ministries
Total Disbursements

U.S.A.
.$ 9,375.06
. 15,668.15
.. 3,198.26
- 16,087.48
_ 7,906.05
450.00
860.01
._ 5,540.00
606.88
.. 1,524.99
412.50
. 8,676.73
._ 11,992.50

.$ 4,881.03
.(22,286.97)
6,094.61
._ 75,641.89
.. 22,000.00
21,220.70
$87,551.26

Canada
$ 978.03
1,929.57
184.45
42.50
75.00

960.50
2,369.97

_ 4,806.38
$87,105.19
_ __

"$6,540.02

DEFICIT BALANCE, September 30, 1969
U.S.A.
Analysis of B a l a n c e Canada

-$93,645.21

_.J„($6,093.95)

.($10,529.57)
..

4,435.62

($ 6,093.95)

Pax Book Available

"Soldiers of Compassion" by Urie Bender, an
overview of Pax, its workers and the countries in
which they have served, was recently released by
Herald Press.
Through the use of activity reports, interviews
and letters, Bender presents the story of Pax—young
men going out to serve in places where ignorance,
oppression and greed had chilled the spirit and
crushed hope.
The book has an insert of 24 pages of pictures of
Paxmen in different countries and also includes in
the appendices a list of all Paxmen who have served
from 1951 to 1968. This book is available through the
Christian Light Bookstores.
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California State Education Board — Teach Evolution as Theory
In a new science framework for teachers of California
public school pupils, evolution w i l l be taught as theory, no
longer as fact.
The changes were made when conservative b o a r d members objected to the w a y documents were setting forth the
theory of evolution as fact rather than simply as a theory
of creation, leaving out the divine alternative.
O n e member of the b o a r d w h o also heads a state committee raised the question whether inclusion of the Bible may
violate the court rulings against the teaching of religion
in the public schools.
The insertion of t w o paragraphs, proposed by someone
in the audience and containing a reference to the Bible, was
approved unanimously by the b o a r d as a compromise to
conservative proposals that the document should undergo
more study.
The t w o paragraphs in the science framework
underwent the drastic changes are as f o l l o w s :

which

" A l l scientific evidence to date concerning the origin of
life implies at least a dualism or the necessity to use several
theories to f u l l y explain relationships between established
data points. This dualism is not unique to this field of study

CHURCH NEWS
ALLEGHENY CONFERENCE
Pastor Roger N. Witter of the Air Hill
Church preached at the South
Mountain
Chapel, November 2, in the absence of the
pastor, Rev. William Engle.
The Clear Creek Brethren in Christ Church
reports that seven children were dedicated to
the Lord, August 3 1 , each one receiving a
Bible. Bishop and Mrs. Henry Ginder visited
during the evening service. On October 5 the
annual Homecoming Sunday was observed
with special speakers for the day—Rev. Ross
Morningstar, Rev. Earl Lehman, and Rev.
Joseph VanderVeer. The musical numbers were
given by the Shuey Marimba Trio.
One of the features of the Missions Conference at the Grantham Church was a symposium entitled: "The Medical Missionary"
with Doctors Roger Sider, Lowell Mann,
Myron Stern and Donald Minter participating.
The Montgomery Brethren in Christ Church
had on Sunday morning November 9, Rev.
Alden Long of Grantham, Pa., as their special
speaker. The evening service, under the auspices of the WMPC, was a Missionary Cantata,
"The Greatest Story Yet Untold," sung by the
adult choir from the Grantham Brethren in
Christ Church.
Rev. John L. Bundy of the
Montoursville
Church conducted morning devotions November 6, 7, and 8 over radio station WRAK.
The New Guilford Brethren in Christ Church
reports that on Sunday, October 19, Rev. Ray
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but is also a p p r o p r i a t e in other scientific disciplines such
as the physics of light.
" W h i l e the Bible and other philosophic treatises also
mention creation, science has independently postulated the
various theories o f creation. Therefore, creation in scientific
terms is not a religious or philosophic belief. Also note that
creation and evolutionary theories are not necessarily mutual
exclusives. Some of the scientific data ( e . g . , the regular
absence of transitional forms) may be best explained by a
creation theory w h i l e other d a t a (e.g., transmutation o f
species) substantiate a process of e v o l u t i o n . "
The altered passage on evolution continues, here showing the department's revised w o r d i n g :
" A r i s t o t l e proposed a theory of spontaneous generation.
In the 19th century a concept of natural selection was proposed. This theory rests upon the idea of diversity among
living organisms and the influence of the natural environment upon their survival.
"Fossil records indicate that hundreds o f thousands of
species of plants and animals have not been able to survive
the conditions of a changing environment. More recently
efforts have been made to explain the origin of life in
biochemical terms."

Brubaker spoke in the morning worship service
on "It's Later Than You Think." The Hetrick
Ladies Trio sang. The evening service was a
Hymn Sing with the Mt. Rock Orchestra; a
Messiah College Ladies Trio; the Christian
Volunteers Male Quartet; Nelson Wingert,
chorister and soloist; and Mrs. Janet Kirkpatrick, organist. Mr. and Mrs. Norman Sollenberger, the youth advisors, sponsored a
Halloween Social with games and fun. This
was held in the Alfred Burkholder barn on the
evening of October 25th with 52 youth attending. Pastor Marlin Ressler gave a talk on
"False Faces."
From the Bishop of the Allegheny Conference news letter: October 26 the Hollowell
Brethren in Christ Church heard the announcement that Rev. and Mrs. Paul McBeth have
accepted the pastorate there. They will be
installed February 15, 1970.
Rev. Barton Starr accepted the responsibility
of interim pastor of the Big Valley
Brethren
in Christ Church, beginning November 30.
ATLANTIC CONFERENCE
The topic sermon of the Bellevue
Park
Brethren in Christ Church, Harrisburg, Pa.,
for November 9 was "The New Jerusalem and
Washington, D. C." with Pastor John K. Stoner
preaching. The Coffee House—"The Net" was
opened for the second Thursday afternoon,
October 29, with a growing interest on the
part of high school students. A high degree
of dedication marked the efforts of the staff,
all students from Messiah College. The Net
was opened again November 7, a Friday
evening.

At the Missionary Conference held at
Manor Brethren in Christ Church November
8 and 9, one of the guest speakers was Rev.
Glyndar Davies from Wales, who is the overseas representative for the Dorothea Mission.
This fellowship carries on evangelistic crusades
in conjunction with Brethren in Christ work
in Zambia and Rhodesia. Dr. Lowell Mann
who has served ten years on the India mission
field at the Madhipura Hospital, Bihar, India,
and Dr. Samuel Brubaker, former doctor at
the Navajo Mission Hospital, New Mexico,
also shared in the conference. On November
2, Nathan Lehman and Barry Mellinger gave
their testimonies of their faith in Christ and
their willingness to witness in the work at
San Francisco and Long Beach, California.
CANADIAN CONFERENCE
On September 14, Bishop Roy Sider spoke
and assisted the pastor, Rev. Lome Lichty, in
a service at the Delisle Brethren in Christ
Church, where Marlene Lichty and Ken Reid
were received into church fellowship.
Rev. Elwood Flewelling, Hummelstown, Pa.,
held special services at the North Star Mission,
August 11-17. Rev. Maurice Moore is the
pastor.
On September 7 a baptismal and reception
of members service was held at the Saskatoon
Brethren in Christ Church. Three were baptized and seven were received into fellowship.
Rev. Ronald Lofthouse is the pastor.
The report from the Montreal Lake Children's Home is that there are 61 children
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enrolled—everything filled to capacity. Mr. and
Mrs. Raymond Sider are the new houseparents
in the girls' dorm and Allyson Merriman is the
new worker in the boys' dorm. Needed yet for
the winter are quantities of meat and vegetables along with tinned or canned jams and
fruit.
Bishop Sider officiated at the ordination
service Sunday morning, October 26, for
Rev. Kenneth Engle, pastor of t h e Bridlewood
Church, Toronto, with Rev. Harvey Stickley,
assistant moderator of the Conference, assisting by giving the charge to the pastor.
Rev. Walter Kelly was ordained to the
Christian ministry, November 30. The Kellys
will leave in late December for language
school and then on to Nicaragua. Walter is the
grandson of former bishop Alvin L. Winger,
now retired and living in Gormley.
CENTRAL C O N F E R E N C E
The Christian Union Brethren in Christ
Church had as their special guests, November
2, Dr. Jesse Heise and family from the Pleasant
Hill, Ohio, church. The Heise family spent
a year at the Macha Mission hospital in
Zambia. They had a harrowing experience
while in the Holy Lands en route home. There
they came under shelling in which another
tourist was killed.
The Highland Brethren in Christ Church in
their enlargement campaign had two teams
competing. Under the direction of co-captains
Joetta Perry and Carrie Allen, the winning
team compiled a total of 14,600 points. The
losing team, with Virginia Engle and Dorcas
Engle as co-captains, gave good competition,
but scored only 12,850 points. And as per
prior agreement, the losing team provided a
carry-in dinner for the winners and everyone.
Deputy Sheriff Bill Morris of Miami County,
Ohio, spoke to the children and young people
in the Sunday school opening on "Religion
and the Law" November 9. He pointed out
the risks of drug usage and emphasized the
value of the church and Sunday school as a
deterrent to juvenile law breaking.
The Nappanee Church is cooperating with
three other congregations — the Wesleyan
Church, the Missionary Church, and the General Conference Mennonite—in a leadership
training program. Two courses are offered:
"How to Give Away Your Faith" and "Learning to Understand People." Rev. Don Shafer
is the leader of the class on "Learning to
Understand People."
The Valley Street Brethren in Christ Church
of Dayton, Ohio, held a baptism service for
three of their number, November 2, 1969.
PACIFIC C O N F E R E N C E
From the Ontario Brethren in Christ Church
comes this news: A Family Life Conference
was held at Mile High Pines, November 28-29.
The Senior Highs were at Mile High Pines,
November 29 and 30 for a retreat. A Spiritual
Life Crusade will be held nightly and on
Sunday morning, December 3-7. Dr. Arthur
Climenhaga will be the guest speaker. October
26 saw the highest peak in Sunday school
attendance—182. A new Sunday school class
was started October 26 at the Ontario Church
for deaf boys and girls. Mrs. Joan Smiley who
has been a teacher for over 20 years has
learned how to teach deaf children. The 'class
is taught with sounds a n d words not with
sign language or solely with written material.
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FISH—Dale Eugene and Deborah Joy, born
October 27 to Mr. and Mrs. Myron Fish,
Center Grove congregation, Pa.
HESS—Edward Howard, born October 17 to
Mr. and Mrs. Glenn Hess, Fairland congregation, Pa.
MCLAUGHLIN—Tara Leigh, born October 27
to Mr. and Mrs. James McLaughlin, Montoursville congregation, Pa.
NICKLIS—Fred Paul, born October 12 to
Mr. a n d Mrs. Fred Nicklis, Mechanicsburg
congregation, Pa.
TABNAWSKY—Jennifer Anne born October 21
to Mr. and Mrs. Mike Tarnawsky, Falls View
congregation, Niagara Falls, Ontario.
TIMMONS—Patti Jean, born October 18 to
Mr. and Mrs. Daniel Timmons, Hollowell
congregation, Pa.

ABRASHOFF-RUSSELL — Miss Devena Lucille
Russell, foster daughter of Mrs. Jane Taylor,
Three Springs, Pa., was united in marriage to
Mr. Terry Abrashoff, Shirleysburg, Pa., on
May 17, 1969 in the home of the bride, with
Rev. Marion R. Walker officiating.
BOWMAN-FIELDS—Miss Velda Deloris Fields,
daughter of Mr. and Mrs. John Fields, Three
Springs, Pa., and Mr. James Herbert Bowman,
Three Springs, Pa., were united in marriage
August 2, 1969 in the home of the groom,
Pastor Marion R. Walker officiating.
EDWARDS-SCHMIDT — Miss Monika Eleanore
Schmidt, daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Hans
Schmidt, Mountville, Pa., and Gerald Stanley
Edwards, Jr., son of Mr. and Mrs. Gerald Edwards, Sr., Columbia, Pa., were united in
marriage September 6, 1969, in the Manor
Brethren in Christ Church. The ceremony
was performed by Pastor Roy Peterman.
LONG-SCHOCK—Miss Evalyn Patricia Schock,
daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Albert F . Schock,
Elizabethtown, Pa., was united in marriage
to Mr. Walter Herbert Long, son of Mrs.
Dorothy Long and the late Mr. Robert Long,

Wheeling, W . Va., August 16, 1969. The
ceremony was performed in the Grantham
Brethren in Christ Church by the Rev. Joel
Floros assisted by the Rev. Albert H. Engle.
SNYDER-MORNINGSTAR — Miss Nancy Lee
Morningstar of Mount Union, Pa., and Mr.
Jerry Steward Snyder, son of Mr. and Mrs.
Mack Snyder, Hustontown, Pa., were -united
in marriage June 28, 1969, in t h e Center
Grove Brethren in Christ Church, pastor
Marion R. Walker officiating.
STERN-BRANDT—Miss Lois Brandt, daughter
of Mr. and Mrs. Harvey Brandt, Hillsboro,
Kans., and Mr. Kenneth Stern, Grantham, Pa.,
son of Mr. and Mrs. Amos Stern, were united
in marriage August 16, 1969. The ceremony
was performed in the Parkview Mennonite
Brethren Church, Hillsboro, Kans., with Rev.
Charles Norman officiating.

Ofctm/ute
DIBERT—William R. Dibert was born in
Snake Valley, Pa., March 3, 1890, and passed
away October 26, 1969, in New Enterprise,
Pa. He attended the Clear Creek Brethren in
Christ Church. Funeral services were held in
the S. Gerald Weaver Funeral Home, Woodbury, Pa., October 29, in charge of Rev. Harry
L. Ritchey and Rev. Curtis E. Bryant. Interment was in the Everett Cemetery.
He is survived by one son, Robert L.,
Everett; one daughter, Mrs. Martha Mae Tomlinson, Lancaster, Pa.; seven grandchildren;
three great-grandchildren; and one sister.
HANN—Erma Mae Hann, Clearville, Pa., was
b o m June 1, 1908, in Bedford County, Pa.,
a daughter of the late Howard B. and Jennie
Rohrer, and passed away October 2 1 , 1969.
On January 25, 1928 she was united in marriage to Ellis Charles Hann, who survives
with these children: Charles Ellis, Lemasters,
Pa.; Elsie at home; Mrs. Leone Asper, Mechanicsburg, Pa.; Sarah, Harrisburg, Pa.; Mrs.
Betty Louise Henry, Bedford, Pa.; and Mrs.
Alvera Williams, York, Pa. Also surviving are
six grandchildren and a sister. Mrs. Hann
was a member of the Clear Creek Brethren in
Christ Church, from which the funeral service
was held with the Rev. Curtis Bryant and the
Rev. Ross Morningstar officiating. Interment
was in the Union Memorial Cemetery.

Marshall Poe Ordained
The Bethel Church, near Cassopolis, Mich.,
was the setting for the ordination on Sunday
afternoon, October 3, of Marshall Poe to the
Gospel ministry. This congregation had been
served by Brother Poe during his seminary
training at Goshen College Biblical Seminary.
The service of ordination was in charge of
the Bishop of the Central Conference, Bishop
J. N. Hostetter. Assisting in the service were
Rev. Barton Starr, uncle of Brother Poe, and
Rev. Earl Engle, pastor of the Nappanee
Church. Special music was supplied by Mrs.
Erwin Thomas who was accompanied by Mrs.
Earl Engle.
Marshall Poe is a graduate of Messiah College and Goshen College Biblical Seminary.
He h a d served a term of Voluntary Service in
Africa prior to his seminary program a n d has
been pastor of the Bethel congregation since
1966.
Mrs. Poe, formerly Eleanor Herr, is a graduate nurse. The Poes, who have one son, Keith
Eric, are under appointment of the Board for
Missions for service in Africa.
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Ministers' Conference Set
At Asbury Seminary
Principal speakers for t h e 26th Annual
Ministers' Conference set for January 27-29 at
Asbury Theological Seminary, Wilmore, Kentucky include: Bishop Richard C. Raines, T h e
United Methodist Church; Dr. Donald G.
Miller, President of Pittsburgh Theological
Seminary; Dr. Sam Kamaleson, Minister and
Evangelist from South India; and Mr. Arthur
DeMoss, Christian layman and President of
the National Liberty Corporation.
Railroads Will Continue Reduced
Fares for Clergy During 1970
N E W YORK, Nov. 6-Railroads will continue to offer reduced fares to clergy during
the Year 1970, it was announced today by the
Clergy Bureau of Eastern Railroads.
Ettective January 1, 1970 the Eastern Clergy
Bureau will absorb the New England Clergy
Bureau and the Eastern Clergy Bureau certificate will be the only certificate to be used
to purchase clergy tickets at the clergy fare
authorized via all Eastern railroads including
those operating in the New England states.
Applications for the 1970 clergy certificate
books are now being accepted at Eastern
Clergy Bureau, Two Pennsylvania Plaza, Suite
500, New York, N. Y. 10001. The cost of the
50 coupon book issued by the Eastern Clergy
Bureau is $14.00, and as previously indicated
will entitle holder to purchase Clergy fare
tickets on all Eastern Railroads, including
those in the New England states.
One in 10 Customers a Thief
O n e . customer out of every 10 entering a
Manhattan department store stole something
before leaving.
So reported Saul D. Astor, president of a
125-man company specializing in helping
factories and stores to reduce thefts by employees.
'"This doesn't mean one in every 10 Americans is a thief," Astor told the New York
Times, "because each store is different and
each city is different." But the researcher admitted the number of shoplifters discovered
was far higher than he would have expected.
15 Youth Join Relief Commission
For Vietnam Service
A contingent of nine young people have
left to join six others for relief ministries in
Vietnam sponsored by the World Relief Commission.
The overseas relief arm of the National
Association of Evangelicals will assign work
in the Hoa Khanh Children's Hospital at
DaNang or to various services in regional
offices in Saigon, Hue, and NhaTrang where
social workers, secretaries, teachers
and
logistics personnel are needed.
Student, Suspended by School for Speaking
Of God During Lunch, Upheld in California
A high school student who was suspended
from school briefly for talking about God
during his lunch hour has been given legal
assurance that he was "within his constitutional rights."
In a formal opinion to the Washington High
School principal, Dr. Robert Callahan, Alameda County Counsel Richard Moore ruled
that Steven Minden was not violating principles of separation of church and state when
he discussed religion with classmates over
lunch.
The incident began when a faculty member
overheard Steven "witnessing Christ" with
several classmates on the school lawn. H e
reported the incident to the school principal.
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Dr. Callahan had allegedly asked Steven,
"Will you stop these discussions or do I have
to suspend you?"
W h e n Steven told the principal that he
"couldn't honestly make such a promise, since
God is the most important thing" in his life,
he was "sent home to discuss the matter with
his parents." A school district spokesman emphasized that the boy was not "dismissed."
A Quarterback's Reading Material:
Bible and "Upper Room" Devotionals
Rex Kern, quarterback for unbeaten Ohio
State and a leading candidate to win AllAmerican and Heisman Trophy honors, extends his leadership talents beyond the football field.
Deeply religious, he is considered a "prime
mover" in the current establishment of a
Fellowship of Christian Athletes chapter on
campus.
An interview by Paul Hornung of The
Sporting News, the national sports newspaper,
revealed some of the inner dimensions of
Mr. Kern's personality and convictions.
Protests Follow Turkish Ban
On Importing of Bibles
French-language Bibles, published in Belgium, have been banned from Turkey by
customs officials.
The ban followed a recent decision of the
Cabinet Council in Ankara which forbids importation of Bibles printed abroad.
Bibles may circulate freely in Turkey, an
Islamic country, according to the decision,
only if printed in Turkey.
High School Student President Balks,
Won't Lead Pledge "Under God"
Bob Gumpertz, president of the student
body at Villa Park (California) High School,
has refused to salute the flag and students
have given him a vote of confidence.
"I am an agnostic," the serious-minded
student said, "and I object to the phrase 'under
God' in the pledge."
While parents grew angry and the principal
became more embarrassed, students voted
1,212 to 812 to endorse the stand of their
president.
"I am not happy we have a student body
president who won't lead the pledge," said
Principal Maury Ross, "but under the educational code of the state he's not required
to do so."
Gospel At Work On Film Set
—Pat Boone
God is working in exciting ways, Pat Boone
and his attractive wife Shirley testified at a
Full Gospel Business Men's Fellowship breakfast held at Paramus, N. J.
Mrs. Boone, in relating how she and her
husband had dedicated their lives completely
to Christ, told of the strength and grace given
her by God to face the death of her father,
Red Foley. She told of numerous occasions
when the Lord had sustained them in difficult
situations.
The Boones excitedly told of a remote
church ad in a New York City newspaper
which caught the eye of an alcoholic and
brought him to their service at the Glad
Tidings Tabernacle. The alcoholic was Jerry

Wilkerson, brother to Dave Wilkerson who
wrote "The Cross and the Switchblade." Jerry
Wilkerson was the first of many to come to
the altar that evening, Pat Boone said.
Dave Wilkerson was present at that meeting to greet his brother. Wilkerson, director
of the Teen Challenge ministries, said that if
the movie was not a success, it was worth all
the effort just to have Pat there to bring his
brother back to the Saviour.
Episcopal Parish Transferring
Property to Community
Electing to be "servants rather than proprietors," members of an Episcopal parish—
a block from the worst-hit of Washington's
streets in the 1968 riots—have approved "the
spirit and intent of transferring its property
to the community."
The communicants of St. Stephen and the
Incarnation church first voted to commit 10
per cent of the church's annual income for
each of the next five years to the black community. They followed that by endorsing study
for one month of the means for turning over
the church's holdings and placing them in
trust for the community.
The racially integrated church numbering
some 300 (members) is on Newton Street in
northwest Washington—a single block from
14th Street, scene of the worst of the damage
and looting following the assassination of Dr.
Martin Luther King, Jr.
ACCC Drops Dr. Mclntire
From Executive Committee
Dr. Carl Mclntire, the ultra-fundamentalist
leader, has been dropped from the executive
committee of the American Council of Christian Churches ( A C C C ) , an organization he
founded in 1941.
Earlier, the ACCC annual convention passed,
by a vote of 40-16, a resolution condemning
Dr. Mclntire for taking over a relief committee without consent of the Council.
H e was scored for not filing a financial
statement on expenditure of relief funds and
for using the relief committee mailing list
without the knowledge of the executive committee.
Dr. Mclntire, pastor of the Bible Presbyterian church of Collingswood, N. J., was
present and pleaded with the group not to pass
the resolution of condemnation.
"Before God, I am not guilty," he said. "I
operated as a man of integrity. I am a man
of integrity now. I'm in a place of battle in
this country already. Don't give my enemies
more ammunition."
After he failed to be elected to the new
executive committee, Dr. Mclntire said he
would form a new fundamentalist group called
the American Christian Action Council. H e
said he had pledged 22 members of the
ACCC to his new group and could recruit
500 ministers and 5 million persons having
fundamentalist beliefs.
Clarence L. Jordan Dies
Clarence L. Jordan, controversial Southern
Baptist theologian and founder of an interracial cooperative farm, died of an apparent
heart attack in his study at Americus, Ga.,
while autographing a copy of his latest book
for one of the workers at the farm.

